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FOREWORD

The following references to the literature of Glacier National Park represent a selection gathered by workers on a research project sponsored by the National Park Service in collaboration with the Work Projects Administration. These pages will form part of a larger volume which will include other national parks and monuments in the West.

The references include material published through 1936, although there are some items of more recent date. Fiction, poetry, and maps have been excluded.

Among those to whom the National Park Service is indebted for cooperation in preparing this bibliography are the University of California libraries at Berkeley, and the Berkeley Public Library.
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Lytle, Horace J.
1915 Camping out in Glacier National Park. Travel, 25:9-12,67, 69, 71, 73 (May), illus.

Mannering, Mitchell.
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Mather, Stephen.

Matteson, Sumner W.
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Muir, John.
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1924 The Glacier...outing. Mountaineer, 7:17-41, illus., map.
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Rinehart, Mary Roberts.
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Smith, Katherine L.

Sperry, Lyman B.
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*Steele, David M.
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Stephens, Isaac I.
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Thomas, W. Stephen.
1933   Empty spades. Glacial drift, 6:31-32 (Sept.). Reminiscences of early attempts at mining in the park area.

*Thompson, Margaret W.
1913   Packing over the old Blackfoot trails. Outdoor world and recreation, 48:394-96 (June).

1936   High trails of Glacier National Park. Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton printers, 167 pp., illus., maps.
History; management; wildlife; Indians; natural features. Profusely illustrated with color plates and photographs.
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Trembly, Clifford.  

Twining, W. J.  
1878  Chief Mountain [St. Mary] Lake. In: Reports upon the survey of the boundary between the territory of the United States and the possessions of Great Britain from the Lake of the Woods to the summit of the Rocky Mountains; appendix A to Rept. of Chief Astronomer, pp. 313-16. U.S. State Dept., Washington, Govt. print. off.  
Account of an expedition to establish an astronomical station, with a description of St. Mary Lake.

United States Department of Interior.  
1910-  [Administrative reports on Glacier National Park.] U.S. Dept.  

U. S. National Park Service.  
1933  Glacier...Park. Dept. Int., Natl. Park Serv., 36 pp., illus., maps.

United States Railroad Administration.  

Veatch, William, sr.  

Vinal, William G.  
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Voth, Hazel H., and others.

---


---

Waterman, W. G.
1936 Glacier Park as an outdoor laboratory. Outlook, 144:19-21 (Sept.), illus.

---

Wayne, Flynn.

---

Wilbur, Ray Lyman.

---

Willis, Bailey.
1906 Along the northwest boundary. World's work, 4:2330-36 (July), illus.

---

Wood, Ruth E.

---

Wynn, Frances B.

---

Yard, Robert S.
1917 The education of Rocky Mountain goat, jr. In his: The top of the continent, pp. 87-114, illus., New York, Scribner's.

---


---


---
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1928 Glacier the unspoiled. A park that offers mountains, glaciers, lonely trails, and uncrowded valleys. Outing, 80: 99-103 (June), illus.
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*Anonymous


1930 Hungarian partridges [in park]. Glacier nat. notes, 3: 94 (Dec.). Fifteen of these hardy birds reported in the park in November.


Peculiar song of Cassin vireo, common around Belton in May.


1935 Glacier Park beaver. Glacial drift, 8: 1 (Jan.).

Bailey, Vernon.


-----

1931 The mountain goat that is not a goat. Nature mag., 18: 153-57 (Sept.), illus.

Detailed account of rare chamois-like animal found in park.

-----


Bailey, Vernon, and Bailey, Florence M.

1918 The wild animals of Glacier National Park. U.S. Dept. Int., Natl. Park Serv., 210 pp., illus., map.

Braun, Annette.


Experiences in collecting; descriptions of specimens taken.

Buckmaster, W. C.


How it supplies millions of fish annually to park waters.

Carter, Forrest L., and Ruhle, G. C.

1929 Glacial drift [notes on big game]. Glacier nat. notes, 2: 29 (July).
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Fauna

Chapman, Lucie, and Chapman, Wendell.
Account of camera-hunting; excellent photos of many animals.

D'Evelyn, M. N.
1934 Wolves in Glacier Park. Glacial drift, 7:24-5 (June).
Discusses recurring reports of wolves seen in the park.

Eakin, J. Ross.
Census on various species of big game, fur bearers, and birds.

Eaton, Walter P.
1916 Hunting the American chamois without a gun [in the park].
Mazama, 5:76-80 (Dec.).

1917 A Rocky Mountain game trail [in Glacier National Park].

Elrod, Morton J.
29 pp., illus., map. Washington, Govt. print. off.
A study to determine their adaptability to fish culture.

Fauley, Clyde C.
1929 Lake Isabel trout [their habits, numbers, and food supply].
Nature notes from Glacier natl. park, 2:15 (July).

1934 Coyote control [in the park]. Glacial drift, 7:8 (Jan.).

1935 Red foxes. Glacial drift, 8:4 (Jan.).

*Glover, P. H.
1918 Fish tales of an engineer. Outers' book--recreation,58:68(Jan.).

Higgins, Elmer.
1935 Surveys in national parks.... In: Progress in biological in-
Govt. print. off.

Leach, Glen C.
1928 [Propagation and distribution of food and game fishes].
Mills, Enos A.
1919 The Rocky Mountain goat. Sat. eve. post, 191:117-18 (Feb.).

Pack, Arthur N.

Ruhle, G. C.
1930a The feathered stranger within thy gates. Glacier nat. notes, 3:15-16 (Feb.), illus.
Notes on several bird species which winter in the park.
1931a Notes on migratory birds. Glacial drift, 4:32 (June).
1931c Goats at low elevations. Glacial drift, 4:60 (Sept.).
1932 Reported mountain lions. Glacial drift, 5:50 (Sept.-Oct.).

Sanborn, Edwin H.

Sanborn, F. S.
1913 The roof of the continent [Glacier National Park]. Overland mo., 2d ser., 62:17-22 (July), illus.

Saylor, L. W.
1936 Some insects of the park. Glacial drift, 9:16-8 (July), illus.
Silloway, Perley M.
1901 Summer birds at Flathead Lake. Univ. Mont., Bul. 1 (Biol. ser. 1). 83 pp., illus.


[Smith, Hugh M.]


*Tague, E. A.
1912 New trout streams to conquer. Outdoor life, 29: 509-11 (June).

Tanner, J.
1934 Brewer's sparrows. Glacial drift, 7: 31 (July).

Thaxter, A. A.
1936 Beaver at Lake McDonald. Glacial drift, 9: 29-30 (Oct.), illus.

Vinal, William G.
1931 The Richardson pine squirrel. Glacial drift, 4: 58-59 (Sept).

Walters, Joe C.
1933 Wolverine recorded in Two Medicine district [first appearance in the park in a decade]. Glacial drift, 6: 9 (June).

Weydemeyer, Winton.

Birds noted on a one-day trip, among which were four species not listed among the birds of Glacier National Park.

Wright, G. W.
1934 Topics on game management in Glacier Park. Glacial drift, 7: 6-7 (Jan.).

Discussion of problems of game management with particular reference to the balance between deer, mountain sheep, and coyotes.

Wright, George M., and Thompson, Ben H.
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Anonymous
       A description of bear grass, a flower common to the park.


       Caused by brilliantly colored one-celled algae that multiply
       rapidly on glaciers and drifts.

Arnold, J. L.
1932    Two Medicine trails and flowers. Glacial drift, 5:48-43
       (July-Aug.), illus.

Bailey, Harold E.
       Results of a survey of the vegetative cover of the park.

1932    How trees came to Glacier Park. Glacial drift, 5:41(July-Aug.).

1938a   Western red cedar in the park. Glacial drift, 11:5.

Bailey, Winona.

Eaton, Walter P.
1917    Wild flowers of Glacier Park. Country life, 32:36-9(July), illus,

1917a   Glacier Park wild flowers. In his: Green trails and up-

Evans, H. Frank.
1938    Ladyslipper. Glacial drift, 11:10 (1938), illus.
       Verifies the presence of this flower in the park.

Holtz, Mathilde E., and Bemis, Katharine I.
1917    The flower fields of Glacier National Park. In their:
       Glacier National Park; its trails and treasures, pp.112-38,
       illus., New York, Doran.

Horsfall, Clara E.
       Description of species; six color pictures by R. B. Horsfall.
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Maxon, William R.
1920 [Selaginella standleyi, or resurrected plant of Glacier National Park.] Smithsonian misc. colls., 72 (no. 5):10.

McLaughlin, W. T.
1934 Plant migration. Glacial drift, 7:32-33 (July). Discusses the mystifying presence in the park of the Devil's club, a plant native to Japan; found also around Lake Superior.

-----

-----

Ruhle, G. C.

-----
1930a The forest four hundred. Glacier nat. notes, 3:50-51 (June), illus. Notes on some of the largest trees in the park.

-----
1930b Beard moss. Glacier nat. notes, 3:81 (Oct.).

Standley, Paul C.

-----

-----

-----

Vinal, William G.
1933 Wild flower study in Glacier National Park. Glacial drift, 6:4-5 (Ap.); 11-12(June); 18-19(July), illus.
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GEOLOGY
And Related Sciences

Alden, William C.

Bevan, Arthur.

Bowman, Isaiah.

Burling, Lancaster D.

Calhoun, Fred H. H.
1906 The Montana lobe of the Keewatin ice sheet. U.S. Geol. Surv., Prof. pap. 50, 62 pp., illus., maps, index. Washington, Govt. print. off.

Campbell, Marius R.
1914 The Glacier National Park; a popular guide to its geology and scenery. U.S. Geol. Surv., Bul. 600, 54 pp., illus., maps. Washington, Govt. print. off.

Contains many excellent photographs of park scenery.
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Chamberlin, Rollin T.

Includes description of the Lewis overthrust in the park.

Chaney, Lucian W., jr.


Culver, G. E.


Dyson, James L.

1935 A few summer geological findings [in Many Glacier Valley]. Glacial drift, 8:41-42 (Oct.).

1936 Features of Blackfeet Glacier. Glacial drift, 9:19 (July), illus.

Elrod, Morton J.

1908 Pictured rocks, Indian writings on the rock cliffs of Flathead Lake, Montana. Univ. Mont., Bul. 46 (Biol. ser. 14), 10 pp., illus., map.

Fenneman, Nevin M.


Fenton, Carroll L.
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Geology

Fenton, Carroll L.
Geological history of Glacier National Park region.


Geological studies indicate park was once under sea water.

Fenton, Carroll L., and Fenton, Mildred A.

Fuller, Margaret B.
Technical description of a formation found below Swiftcurrent Falls in Glacier National Park.

Knowlton, Frank H.
Includes description of fossil flora of Belly River area.

Lee, Willis T.

Martin, Lawrence.

Matthes, Francois E.
Structure, topography, drainage, glaciers, glacial effects in the valleys, mountain peaks, lakes, and scenery are noted.
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